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1

Course Description

Overview

Name of the programme

Global Foresight and Technology Management

Study type & degree

Consecutive Master of Science (full time)

First start date

WS 21/22; Start in every semester

Standard period of study

3 semesters (90 ECTS, 48 SWS)

Study location

THI-Campus in Ingolstadt

Language of instruction

English

Cooperation

None

Admission requirement

Bachelor degree

Capacity

60 students p.a. (in one winter- and one summergroup)
Prof. Dr. Schönmann, Alexander

Programme director

E-Mail: alexander.schoenmann@thi.de
Phone: +49 (0) 841 / 9348-3509
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2

Course Description

Introduction

The text describes the current state of the programme modules in the master´s degree “Global Foresight and Technology Management” according to the “Study Regulation / Studien- und
Prüfungsordnung” of 11/02/2021.
Especially the “Programme and Course Description” gives the objectives and content of the individual
compulsory modules and the breakdown of SWS (semester hours per week) per module and semester.
In case of doubt, the higher-ranking “Study Regulation / Studien- und Prüfungsordnung” has priority.
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2.1

Course Description

Objectives

Due to the current dynamic changes in economy, technology and society the necessity of future skills
increases significantly. Hence, the needed qualifications are on the one hand foresight research, development of strategies, innovation, business development and change management and on the
other hand, skills to control these changes like corporate responsibility, technology assessment and
business ethics.
The international master's degree „Global Foresight and Technology Management” with its unique
position is the perfect answer to this requirement. The programme is fully taught in English and welcomes both German and international students. It is designed as an interdisciplinary programme at
the interface of technology, economy and sociology with a strong focus on foresight.
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2.2

Course Description

Admission requirements


Proof of bachelor´s degree in engineering sciences, engineering and management, IT, natural
sciences, economics, sociology and business administration or a degree in another related
discipline at a German university with at least 210 ECTS credit points or an equivalent degree
of a foreign university



All foreign applicants must submit their bachelor degree to uni-assist, which verifies their eligibility and coverts their grades to the German grade system. Uni-Assist will issue a so-called
preliminary inspection documentation (VPD) which you have to upload to the application
portal (similar to their other documents).



Proof of English proficiency level B2 or higher

The binding regulations for this curriculum can be found in:


“Studien- und Prüfungsordnung (SPO)” of master´s degree “Global Foresight and Technology
Management” of 22/02/2021.



“Rahmenprüfungsordnung (RaPO)”



„Allgemeine Prüfungsordnung (APO)“ of Technische Hochschule Ingolstadt



„Immatrikulationssatzung“ of Technische Hochschule Ingolstadt

The sequence of studies is influenced by the regulations of “Studien- und Prüfungsordnung”.
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2.3

Course Description

Target group

The programme addresses to:
•

graduates of bachelor programmes or young professionals with bachelor´s degree in engineering sciences, engineering and management, IT, natural sciences, economics, sociology
and business administration or a degree in another related discipline

•

prospective students with interest in interdisciplinary studies at the interface of technology,
economy and sociology with a strong focus on the current state of foresight research and
challenges of the future

•

prospective students that prefer a master´s programme fully taught in English, like to gain intercultural experience and go for an international career at home and abroad
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2.4

Course Description

Structure of the programme

The programme lasts three semesters. The first semester contains three theoretical courses in combination with two practical project studies to enhance the learning progress. The second semester
has the same structure. The master´s thesis is placed in the third semester.
The following table shows the curriculum:
1. Semester






Strategic Foresight and Trend Analysis
Innovation Management Methods
Technology Design and Evaluation
Project Future Life Worlds
Project Technology Application

2. Semester
 Future Business Modelling
 Transformation Processes and Change Management
 Technology Assessment and Business Ethics
 Project Business Scenarios and Risk Management
 Project Research Seminar
3. Semester
 Master's Thesis
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2.5

Course Description

Prerequisites for advancement

To get the title of master´s thesis requires that at least 30 ECTS be achieved in the sequence of study
(compare “Studien- und Prüfungsordnung” of 22/02/21).
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2.6

Course Description

Concept and advisory board

Prof. Dr. Walter Schober (president of Technische Hochschule Ingolstadt) and Prof. Dr.-Ing. Axel Groha (dean of faculty “Engineering and Management”) were asked by Bayerisches Staatsministerium
für Wissenschaft und Kultus to draft an unique master´s programme. The objective was an interdisciplinary programme at the interface of technology, economy and sociology with a strong focus on
foresight. The teaching concept should offer digitalized courses (e.g. inverted classroom) in combination with many practical project studies to enhance the learning progress.
After the approval Prof. Dr.-Ing. Groha detailed the concept together with foresight experts from
university and industry:
Mr. Marius Kohlhepp, Head of Customer Insight, Trend Research, Audi,
Dr. Rupert Hofmann, Audi Business Innovation GmbH, Foresight Academy
Prof. Dr. Jan Oliver Schwarz, Hochschule Reutlingen.
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Course Description

Qualification profile

3

The programme is fully taught in English and welcomes both German and international students. It is
designed as an interdisciplinary programme at the interface of technology, economy and sociology
with a strong focus on foresight.
Five clusters offer a maximum of interdisciplinarity:


Cluster foresight



Cluster technology



Cluster economics



Cluster social aspects



Cluster integrative

The graduates can apply foresight methods, manage innovation processes, apply technology trends
and assess them regarding the environment and society, form business models and evaluate trend
scenarios.
The graduates can compile complex tasks within cross-functional and international teams, speak
English fluently, work target-oriented and are able to present results.
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3.1

Course Description

Mission statement

The master´s programme integrates the mission statement in the following ways:

We prepare our students for the challenges of the future:


The master´s programme creates future competence.



It creates a spirit of innovation and teaches entrepreneurial thinking.



It is an interdisciplinary programme, which enables students to develop future-oriented solutions for interdisciplinary challenges.



It qualifies students to help shape social changes such as the digital transformation and technological change. It sensitizes students to the sustainable use of the environment and resources, to socially responsible behaviour and to social commitment.

We enable our students to develop solutions to problems based on scientific knowledge:


The master´s programme includes a lot of project work. This enables students to acquire applicable problem-solving skills.



The lecturers transfer their practical experience and teach academic knowledge. They are
professionally competent, are constantly developing in their areas of expertise and contribute their research experience (four research professorships) to teaching.



Students acquire professional, methodical, social and self-competences.

We open up outstanding regional and international perspectives for our students:


The master´s programme is fully taught in English, addresses international students and creates intercultural competences.



In this way, the programme contributes to a cosmopolitan, international campus.



Our numerous cooperations with companies in the region enable our students to start their
careers in the best possible way, both regionally and internationally.

We teach and learn through personal exchange:


Because this is a Master's programme, small groups and seminar-based forms of teaching are
set to enable individual exchange with the students.



The teaching concept offers digitalized courses (e.g. inverted classroom) in combination with
many practical project studies to enhance the learning progress.



The lecturers try out new ways of innovative and experimental teaching. For example, the
first half of the semester concentrates on theoretical basics, the second half on practical application.
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Course Description

We help all students discover and realise their individual potential:


The master´s programme includes a lot of project work. In joint project work, our students
gain social skills such as the ability to cooperate and deal with conflict, and leadership skills.



The master´s programme is international and intercultural. Hence, the programme promotes
performance in an appreciative cooperation. We meet each other with tolerance and openness and understand diversity as an opportunity to learn from each other and develop further.
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3.2

Course Description

Study objectives

3.2.1 Subject-specific competences of the study program
Professional competences:
The graduates:


can analyze trends and derive future developments



are familiar with modern technologies and can develop, evaluate, use and market modern
technologies for specific applications



can develop forward-looking business models and evaluate them with business plans, calculate the advantages of different scenarios and have a basic understanding of the significance
and opportunities of entrepreneurship



can identify the opportunities and risks of operational and social transformation processes
and know the success factors and the roles of stakeholders in change management projects

3.2.2 Interdisciplinary competences of the study program
Methodical competences:
The graduates are able to
•

work scientifically

•

plan, compile and lead projects

•

apply methods of foresight and methods of des innovation and technology management. To
develop business models methodically, to evaluate business scenarios, to apply methods of
change management, risk management and technology assessment

•

analyse interdisciplinary problems, to recognize comprehensive correlations, to transfer
learned competences to new tasks and to evaluate the technical, economic and social impact of compiled solutions

Social competences:
The graduates are able to
•

compile complex tasks in cross-functional and international teams, to solve conflicts in
teams and to lead teams

•

speak English fluently (incl. technical terms) and to react sensitively in intercultural affairs

•

communicate their competences and to communicate generally

•

convince and to become accepted
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Course Description

Personal competences:
The graduates are able to
•

organize themselves and to manage their time

•

have analytical and outcome-oriented intellectual power

•

work target-oriented and autonomously

•

present results and themselves

3.2.3 Examination concept of the study programme
Projects are a focus in the programme. In the projects, students learn to put theoretical knowledge
into practice and to deepen it in a team. The examination form "project" is a group work to which
each student has to contribute individually and whose results are presented orally or in writing.
Projects are a focus in the programme. In the projects, students learn to put theoretical knowledge
into practice and to deepen it in a team. The examination form "project" is a group work to which
each student has to contribute individually and whose results are presented orally or in writing.
In order to use different forms of examination, six modules remain.
The two technical modules are examined in writing as usual, also, the module “future business modelling”, because calculations are required there.
This leaves one module each for the examination forms study paper, seminar paper with colloquium
and oral examination.
Module

Examination

Strategic Foresight and Trend Analysis
Innovation Management Methods
Technology Design and Evaluation
Project Future Life Worlds
Project Technology Application

mdlP
schrP
schrP
Proj.
Proj.

Future Business Modelling
Transformation Processes and Change Management
Technology Assessment and Business Ethics
Project Business Scenarios and Risk Management
Project Research Seminar

schrP

Master's Thesis

MA

StA
SA mit Koll.
Proj.
Proj.

For the form of examinations, please compare “Studien- und Prüfungsordnung”, Appendix 1.
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3.2.4 Application of the study programme
Generally all teachers have a long-standing background in the industry and/or an above-average academic qualification.
The THI plans to establish an institute for foresight and technology research. The institute will be
equipped with four new research professorships. The institute creates a close link between teaching
and research.
Experts from the industry review the concept of the master´s programme “Global Foresight and
Technology Management”.
During the first two semesters, three theoretical courses are taught in combination with two practical project studies to enhance the learning progress. Theoretical content is also explained in the theory modules using practical examples.

Personal Comp.

Social comp.

Profess.Comp.

Method.Comp.

3.2.5 Contribution of individual modules to objectives of the programme

Module
Strategic Foresight and Trend Analysis

++

++

o

o

Innovation Management Methods

++

++

o

+

Technology Design and Evaluation

++

+

o

+

Project Future Life Worlds

+

+

++

+

Project Technology Application

+

+

++

+

Future Business Modelling

++

++

o

+

Transformation Processes and Change Management

++

++

o

o

Technology Assessment and Business Ethics

++

+

o

o

Project Business Scenarios and Risk Management

+

+

++

+

Project Research Seminar

+

+

++

++

Master's Thesis

+

++

++

++
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3.3

Course Description

Possible professional fields

There is a wide field of application in specialist or management roles in national or international
companies and organizations.
Graduates are especially well prepared to take on specialist and management roles in the following
areas:
•

Project Management

•

Product and Technology Management

•

Customer-Technology-Competitor Foresight and Establishing Future Skills

•

Creativity and Innovation Management

•

Business Development/ Development of Trendsetting Business Models

•

Entrepreneurship

•

Sustainability

Graduates are also particularly well qualified for these tasks in an international context. Typical industries for the graduates of this program are:
•

Mechanical and Electrical Engineering

•

IT

•

Mobility Industry

•

Services

•

Consultancy

•

Education

•

Cities and Communities
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Course Description

Dual Studies

4

In cooperation with selected industry partners, the study program can also be completed in dual
studies model. The dual study model is offered as a study program with in-depth practice, in which
the regular study program is supplemented by intensive practical phases in a company.
In dual study model, university and practical phases (especially during semester breaks and for the
final thesis) regularly alternate during the course of study. The lecture times in the dual study model
correspond to the standard study and lecture times at the THI.
By systematically linking the learning locations of university and company, students gain professional
practical experience with selected practice partners as an integral part of their studies.
The curriculum of the two dual degree program models differs from the regular degree program concept in the following points:


Final thesis in the cooperation company
In both dual study models, the final thesis is written at a cooperating company, usually on a
practice-relevant topic related to the focus of study.

Organizationally, the two dual degree program models are characterized by the following components:


Mentoring
The central contact persons for dual students in the faculty are the respective program head
of studies. They organize an annual mentoring meeting with the dual students of the respective study program.



Quality management
In the evaluation and surveys at the THI on the quality assurance of the dual study separate
question blocks are included.



„Forum dual“
Organized by the Career Service and Student Counseling (CSS), the “Forum Dual” takes place
once a year. The “Forum Dual“ promotes the professional-organizational exchange between
the dual cooperation partners and the faculty and serves to ensure the quality of the dual
study programs. All cooperation partner in the dual study program as well as representatives
and dual students of the faculty are invited to the meeting.

Formal-legal regulation for dual studies for all degree programs of the THI are regulated in the APO
(see §§ 17, 18 und 21) and the enrollment statutes (see §§ 8b und 18).
According to the above description, the following modules are different for dual students:


Master’s Thesis

More detailed description can be found in the corresponding module description.
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Description of Modules
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Strategic Foresight and Trend Analysis
Module abbreviation:
Curriculum:

Modulattribute:

SPO-No.:

StratFor_M-GFT

1

Programme

Module type

Semester

Global Foresight and Technology Management (SPO
WS 21/22)

Pflichtfach

1

Language of instruction

Duration of module

Frequency of offer

Englisch

1 Semester

nur Wintersemester

Responsible for module:

Schwarz, Jan Oliver

Lecturers:

Schwarz, Jan Oliver

Credit points / SWS:

5 ECTS / 4 SWS

Workload:

Kontaktstunden:
Selbststudium:
Gesamtaufwand:

Subjects of the module:

Strategic Foresight and Trend Analysis

Lecture types:

SU/Ü-seminaristischer Unterricht/Übung

Examinations:

mdlP - mündliche Prüfung 15 Minuten

Usability for other study
programs:

Keine

47 h
78 h
125 h

Prerequisites according examination regulation:
keine
Recommended prerequisites:
keine
Objectives:
The students
 understand the most important foresight methods and can distinguish and explain them
 can apply the methods learned in case studies
 can methodically analyse trends and derive future developments
Content:










Customer-, technology-, and competitor-foresight
Trend analysis and strategic early identification
Visioning
Strategic simulation methods
Prognostic crowdsourcing
Delphi method
Scenario technique
Trendreceiver method
Analysis of Science Fiction
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Literature:












ELLER, E., HOFMANN, R., SCHWARZ, J.O., 2020. The Customer Foresight Territory. In: Marketing Review
St Gallen. (3), S.888–895.
HEIJDEN, Kees van der, 2009. Scenarios: the art of strategic conversation. 2. Auflage. Chichester [u.a.]:
Wiley. ISBN 0-470-02368-6, 978-0-470-02368-6
KRUPP, Steven, Paul J. SCHOEMAKER und David J. TEECE, 2014. Winning the long game: how strategic
leaders shape the future. f. Auflage. New York: Public Affairs. ISBN 1-61039-447-X, 978-1-61039-447-5
LIEBL, Franz, SCHWARZ, Jan Oliver, 2010. Normality of the Future: Trend Diagnosis for Strategic Foresight. In: Futures. (42 (4)), S.313-327.
ORIESEK, Daniel F. und Jan Oliver SCHWARZ, 2020. Winning the Uncertainty Game: Turning Strategic
Intent into Results with Wargaming. Milton: Taylor & Francis Group. ISBN 978-1-00-028985-5
ROHRBECK, René, MENES ETINGUE, Kum, 2018. Corporate Foresight and Its Impact on Firm Performance: A Longitudinal Analysis. In: Technological Forecasting and Social Change. (January), S.1-30. ISSN
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.techfore.2017.12.013
ROHRBECK, René, BATTISTELLA, Cinzia, HUIZINGH, Eelko , 2015. Corporate Foresight: An Emerging Field
with a Rich Tradition. In: Technological Forecasting & Social Change. (101), S.1-9. ISSN
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.techfore.2015.11.002
ROHRBECK, René, SCHWARZ, Jan Oliver, 2013. The Value Contribution of Strategic Foresight: Insights
from an Empirical Study of Large European Companies. In: Technological Forecasting and Social Change.
(80 (8)), S.1593–1606. ISSN https://doi.org/http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.techfore.2013.01.004
SCHOEMAKER, Paul J. und Robert E. GUNTHER, May 2013. Profiting from uncertainty: strategies for succeeding no matter what the future brings. f. Auflage. New York: Atria Books. ISBN 978-1-5011-6175-9
SCHWARZ, Jan Oliver, 2015. The ‘Narrative Turn’ in Developing Foresight: Assessing How Cultural Products Can Assist Organisations in Detecting Trends. In: Technological Forecasting and Social Change. (90
(Part B)), S.510–513. ISSN https://doi.org/http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.techfore.2014.02.024
SCHWARZ, Jan Oliver, ROHRBECK, René, WACH, Bernhard, 2019. Corporate Foresight as a Microfoundation of Dynamic Capabilities. In: FUTURES & FORESIGHT SCIENCE. (e28)ISSN
https://doi.org/10.1002/ffo2.28

Additional remarks:
Keine Anmerkungen
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Innovation Management Methods
Module abbreviation:
Curriculum:

Modulattribute:

SPO-No.:

InnoMaMeth_M-GFT

2

Programme

Module type

Semester

Global Foresight and Technology Management (SPO
WS 21/22)

Pflichtfach

1

Language of instruction

Duration of module

Frequency of offer

Englisch

1 Semester

nur Wintersemester

Responsible for module:

Schönmann, Alexander

Lecturers:

Schönmann, Alexander; Schropp, Theresa

Credit points / SWS:

5 ECTS / 4 SWS

Workload:

Kontaktstunden:
Selbststudium:
Gesamtaufwand:

Subjects of the module:

Innovation Management Methods

Lecture types:

SU/Ü-seminaristischer Unterricht/Übung

Examinations:

schrP90 - schriftliche Prüfung, 90 Minuten

Usability for other study
programs:

Keine

47 h
78 h
125 h

Prerequisites according examination regulation:
keine
Recommended prerequisites:
keine
Objectives:
After attending the course, the students will have the following knowledge...
 know modern methods for the creation, management and marketing of innovations and can explain
them
 can name sources of innovation and know where and how to get inspiration
 know types of innovation processes and know how to design an innovation process
Content:










Innovation Management and types of innovation
Component and architectural innovation
Sources of discontinuity
Patterns of innovation and Lifecycle models (S-curve, Disruptive innovation, Hype Cycle)
Traditional and modern models of innovation (Technology Push, Market Pull, dominant design, interactive model, coupling model, networking model, Triple-Helix model, Quad-Helix model)
Open Innovation
Frugal innovation
Reverse innovation
Design-driven innovation
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New Service Innovation
Lean Start-up
Lean Innovation
Value Innovation (Value Curve, Strategy Canvas)
Product-Service-Systems (PSS)
Innovation process design (linear Departmental-stage models, phase-review, simultaneous and concurrent process design, Lean Innovation)
Stage-Gate-Process (Traditional Stage-Gate, Scalable Stage-Gate, next generation agile Stage-Gate)
Creativity methods and tools for ideation and problem solving: Questioning techniques (e.g. 5 Whys),
Method of Focal Objects, Brainstorming, Idea Box/Morphological analysis, Six Thinking Hats, Inside-Out
process
Product Concept Generation: Need, Form, Technology, Business model
Business Model Archetypes
Testing and Validation
Agile management of innovation processes and projects
Diffusion and marketing of innovations
Case studies and Industry examples on latest trends and technologies

Literature:










TROTT, Paul, 2017. Innovation Management & New Product Development.
TIDD, Joe und John BESSANT, 2018. Managing Innovation.
BIAZZO, Stefano und Roberto FILIPPINI, 2021. Product Innovation Management.
CETINDAMAR, Dilek, Robert PHAAL und David PROBERT, 2016. Technology Management – Activities &
Tools.
DORF, Richard C, 2000. Handbook of Innovation Management.
SCHRAMM, Laurier, 2018. Technological Innovation.
BESSANT, John und Joe TIDD, 2017. Innovation and Entrepreneurship.
SCHILLING, Melissa, 2017. Strategic Management of technological Innovation.
CHEN, Jin und andere, 2019. The Routledge Companion to Innovation Management.

Additional remarks:
A voluntary bonus system is offered: In the course, topics on methods of technology management are offered for individual processing and presentation, which lead to bonus points for the examination performance for each qualitatively processed task. The creditability as well as maximum crediting of bonus
points takes place according to the APO.
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Technology Design and Evaluation
Module abbreviation:
Curriculum:

Modulattribute:

SPO-No.:

TechDesEva_M-GFT

3

Programme

Module type

Semester

Global Foresight and Technology Management (SPO
WS 21/22)

Pflichtfach

1

Language of instruction

Duration of module

Frequency of offer

Englisch

1 Semester

nur Wintersemester

Responsible for module:

Schönmann, Alexander

Lecturers:

Schönmann, Alexander; Schropp, Theresa

Credit points / SWS:

5 ECTS / 4 SWS

Workload:

Kontaktstunden:
Selbststudium:
Gesamtaufwand:

Subjects of the module:

Technology Design and Evaluation

Lecture types:

SU/Ü-seminaristischer Unterricht/Übung

Examinations:

schrP90 - schriftliche Prüfung, 90 Minuten

Usability for other study
programs:

Keine

47 h
78 h
125 h

Prerequisites according examination regulation:
keine
Recommended prerequisites:
keine
Objectives:
After attending the course, the students will have the following knowledge...
 know modern technologies and technology trends and can name them
 know important methods of technology management and can explain them
 can develop new technologies, evaluate them, use them for specific applications and market them
 know how to manage R&D processes
Content:










Modern technologies and technology trends
Organisation and role of Technology Management
Technology Dynamics (Lifecycle models)
Technology Intelligence (Technology scanning, Technology monitoring, Technology scouting, Technology identification, search field description)
Technology information sources (formal, informal sources)
Technology evaluation (maturity, potential, economic efficiency, Technology portfolio analysis)
Technology planning (Roadmaps)
R&D Management
Technology development (Technology Stage Gate)
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Application-specific selection of adequate technologies
Linking Technology development and Product development processes
New Product development: Development strategies and degree of newness; “Valley of death”
Product Development processes: e.g. V-Model, Spiral model, Lean Start-up, Trends in process design
Quality Function Deployment
Product Architecture: functional and physical elements (differential design vs. integral design), Types of
modularity
Role of design in the development process (e.g. DFX)
Technology exploitation strategies
Technology protection
Case studies and Industry examples on latest trends and technologies

Literature:








PAUL, Trott, 2017. Innovation Management & New Product Development
SCHUH, Günther und Sascha KLAPPERT, 2011. Technologiemanagement - Handbuch Produktion und
Management
CETINDAMAR, Dilek, Robert PHAAL und David PROBERT, 2016. Technology Management - Activities &
Tools.
SAVIOZ, Pascal, 2004. Technology Intelligence - Concept Design and Implementation in Technologybased SMEs.
ULRICH, Karl T. und Steven D. EPPINGER, 2015. Product Design and Development.
DAVIDE, Maritan, 2015. Practical Manual of Quality Function Deployment.
EVERS, Natasha, James CUNNINGHAM und Thomas HOHOLM, 2021. Technology Entrepreneurship.
Bringing Innovation to the marketplace.

Additional remarks:
A voluntary bonus system is offered: In the course, topics on methods of technology management are offered for individual processing and presentation, which lead to bonus points for the examination performance for each qualitatively processed task. The creditability as well as maximum crediting of bonus
points takes place according to the APO.
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Project Future Life Worlds
Module abbreviation:

Proj_FutLifWorld_M-GFT

Curriculum:

Modulattribute:

SPO-No.:

4

Programme

Module type

Semester

Global Foresight and Technology Management (SPO
WS 21/22)

Pflichtfach

1

Language of instruction

Duration of module

Frequency of offer

Englisch

1 Semester

nur Wintersemester

Responsible for module:

Schwarz, Jan Oliver

Lecturers:

Schwarz, Jan Oliver

Credit points / SWS:

7 ECTS / 6 SWS

Workload:

Kontaktstunden:
Selbststudium:
Gesamtaufwand:

Subjects of the module:

Project Future Life Worlds

Lecture types:

S-Seminar

Examinations:

Projektarbeit mit mdl. Präsentation (15 min) und schriftlicher Ausarbeitung
(5 - 25 Seiten)

Usability for other study
programs:

Keine

70 h
105 h
175 h

Prerequisites according examination regulation:
keine
Recommended prerequisites:
keine
Objectives:
The students
 can apply the learned foresight methods and methods of trend analysis in a comprehensive case study
 know the performance and limits of the methods learned and can name them
Content:




Application of foresight methods and methods of trend analysis within a project study based on examples
Enhancement of the learning process through practical experiences
Performance and limitations of different methods

Literature:
Wird zu Beginn bekannt gegeben
Additional remarks:
Keine Anmerkungen
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Master Global Foresight and Technology Management

Project Technology Application
Module abbreviation:

Proj_TechApp_M-GFT

Curriculum:

Modulattribute:

SPO-No.:

5

Programme

Module type

Semester

Global Foresight and Technology Management (SPO
WS 21/22)

Pflichtfach

1

Language of instruction

Duration of module

Frequency of offer

Englisch

1 Semester

nur Wintersemester

Responsible for module:

Schönmann, Alexander

Lecturers:

Schönmann, Alexander

Credit points / SWS:

8 ECTS / 6 SWS

Workload:

Kontaktstunden:
Selbststudium:
Gesamtaufwand:

Subjects of the module:

Project Technology Application

Lecture types:

S-Seminar

Examinations:

Projektarbeit mit mdl. Präsentation (15 min) und schriftlicher Ausarbeitung
(5 - 25 Seiten)

Usability for other study
programs:

Keine

70 h
130 h
200 h

Prerequisites according examination regulation:
keine
Recommended prerequisites:
keine
Objectives:
The students
 know different modern technologies and can use them in a comprehensive case study;
 know the performance and limits of the technologies used and can name them.
Content:
Content:
 Application of several technologies within a project study based on examples;
 Enhancement of the learning process through practical experiences;
 Performance and limitations of different technologies.
Literature:
Wird zu Beginn bekannt gegeben
Additional remarks:
Keine Anmerkungen
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Future Business Modelling
Module abbreviation:
Curriculum:

Modulattribute:

SPO-No.:

FuBuMo_M-GFT

6

Programme

Module type

Semester

Global Foresight and Technology Management (SPO
WS 21/22)

Pflichtfach

2

Language of instruction

Duration of module

Frequency of offer

Englisch

1 Semester

nur Sommersemester

Responsible for module:

Wrobel-Wache, Stefanie

Lecturers:

Wrobel-Wache, Stefanie

Credit points / SWS:

5 ECTS / 4 SWS

Workload:

Kontaktstunden:
Selbststudium:
Gesamtaufwand:

Subjects of the module:

Future Business Modelling

Lecture types:

SU/Ü-seminaristischer Unterricht/Übung

Examinations:

schrP90 - schriftliche Prüfung, 90 Minuten

Usability for other study
programs:

Keine

47 h
78 h
125 h

Prerequisites according examination regulation:
keine
Recommended prerequisites:
keine
Objectives:
The students
 can name examples of successful business models and their key factors
 are familiar with digital, sustainable, disruptive and forward-looking business models and can explain
the special features of each of them
 know the requirements for risk management and the four phases of risk management and can apply
them on an example
 can develop business plans for different business scenarios and calculate the profitability of the scenarios
Content:







Successful business models (examples), key indicators (Business Model Canvas), Business Model Navigator
Digital, sustainable and disruptive business models
Future-oriented business models
Business planning and profitability of business scenarios
Entrepreneurship
Risk management
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Course Description

Literature:
Wird zu Beginn bekannt gegeben
Additional remarks:
Keine Anmerkungen
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Course Description

Master Global Foresight and Technology Management

Transformation Processes and Change Management
Module abbreviation:
Curriculum:

Modulattribute:

SPO-No.:

TrProChanMana_M-GFT

7

Programme

Module type

Semester

Global Foresight and Technology Management (SPO
WS 21/22)

Pflichtfach

2

Language of instruction

Duration of module

Frequency of offer

Englisch

1 Semester

nur Sommersemester

Responsible for module:

Schönmann, Alexander

Lecturers:

Bechthold, Laura

Credit points / SWS:

5 ECTS / 4 SWS

Workload:

Kontaktstunden:
Selbststudium:
Gesamtaufwand:

Subjects of the module:

Transformation Processes and Change Management

Lecture types:

SU/Ü-seminaristischer Unterricht/Übung

Examinations:

LN - Studienarbeit 8-15 Seiten ohne mündliche Präsentation

Usability for other study
programs:

Keine

47 h
78 h
125 h

Prerequisites according examination regulation:
keine
Recommended prerequisites:
keine
Objectives:
The students
 know the effects of modern technologies on the economy and society and can explain them
 can name the opportunities and risks of operational and social transformation processes
 are aware of the special features of radical change processes and can explain them
 know different models of change management as well as the roles of stakeholders in change management projects and can name and distinguish between these models and roles
Content:







Impact of digitalization/AI, mobility and sustainability on the transformation of the economy and society – opportunities and risks
Operational transformation processes: Enterprise Transformation Cycle
Reasons, conditions and controlling of social transformation processes
Management of incremental vs. radical change processes
Models and success factors of change management
Fears, resistance and motivation of stakeholders in change management projects
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Course Description

Literature:
Wird zu Beginn bekannt gegeben
Additional remarks:
Keine Anmerkungen
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Course Description

Master Global Foresight and Technology Management

Technology Assessment and Business Ethics
Module abbreviation:
Curriculum:

Modulattribute:

SPO-No.:

TechAssBusEth_M-GFT

8

Programme

Module type

Semester

Global Foresight and Technology Management (SPO
WS 21/22)

Pflichtfach

2

Language of instruction

Duration of module

Frequency of offer

Englisch

1 Semester

nur Sommersemester

Responsible for module:

Schönmann, Alexander

Lecturers:

Bechthold, Laura

Credit points / SWS:

5 ECTS / 4 SWS

Workload:

Subjects of the module:

Kontaktstunden:
47 h
Selbststudium:
78 h
Gesamtaufwand:
125 h
Technology assessment and business ethics (TechAssBusEth_M-GFT)

Lecture types:

SU/Ü-seminaristischer Unterricht/Übung

Examinations:

SA - Seminararbeit mit mündlicher Prüfung (15min) und schriftlicher
Ausarbeitung (8-15 Seiten)

Usability for other study
programs:

Keine

Prerequisites according examination regulation:
keine
Recommended prerequisites:
keine
Objectives:
The students
 know the methods for assessing the consequences of technologies on the environment and society and
can apply these to new technologies on an example
 know about the uncertainty that new technologies trigger in people and can name methods to shape
the future in a resilient manner
 understand the tasks and importance of compliance and can install a compliance process in an example
company
 know the term business ethics and can explain it from different perspectives
Content:







Technology assessment regarding the environment and society
Robustness (Resilience) in the face of human uncertainties caused by new technologies
Future-oriented skills: from uncertainties to designing the future
More effective identification of and reaction to stakeholder requirements
Corporate Social Responsibility
Corporate governance and compliance
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Course Description

Intercultural leadership

Literature:
Wird zu Beginn bekannt gegeben
Additional remarks:
keine
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Course Description

Master Global Foresight and Technology Management

Project Business Szenarios and Risk Management
Module abbreviation:

PjBusSzenRisMana_M-GFT

Curriculum:

Modulattribute:

SPO-No.:

9

Programme

Module type

Semester

Global Foresight and Technology Management (SPO
WS 21/22)

Pflichtfach

2

Language of instruction

Duration of module

Frequency of offer

Englisch

1 Semester

nur Sommersemester

Responsible for module:

Wrobel-Wache, Stefanie

Lecturers:

Wrobel-Wache, Stefanie

Credit points / SWS:

8 ECTS / 6 SWS

Workload:

Kontaktstunden:
Selbststudium:
Gesamtaufwand:

Subjects of the module:

Project Business Szenarios and Risk Management

Lecture types:

S-Seminar

Examinations:

Projektarbeit mit mdl. Präsentation (15 min) und schriftlicher Ausarbeitung
(5 - 25 Seiten)

Usability for other study
programs:

Keine

70 h
130 h
200 h

Prerequisites according examination regulation:
keine
Recommended prerequisites:
keine
Objectives:
The students
 can set up and evaluate black-and-white scenarios in a complex case study
 can derive multi-dimensional target scenarios from the black and white scenarios
 can qualitatively evaluate these different target scenarios and quantitatively calculate their profitability
 can implement a risk management system for a target scenario
Content:





Profitability of scenarios within a complex project study: development and calculation of multidimensional trend scenarios based on unidimensional black and white scenarios
Quantitative and qualitative evaluation of the results
Identification and management of risks in target scenarios
Enhancement of the learning process through practical experiences

Literature:
Wird zu Beginn bekannt gegeben
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Course Description

Additional remarks:
Keine Anmerkungen
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Course Description

Master Global Foresight and Technology Management

Scientific Research Seminar
Module abbreviation:

SciResSem_M-GFT

Curriculum:

Modulattribute:

SPO-No.:

10

Programme

Module type

Semester

Global Foresight and Technology Management (SPO
WS 21/22)

Pflichtfach

2

Language of instruction

Duration of module

Frequency of offer

Englisch

1 Semester

nur Sommersemester

Responsible for module:

Wrobel-Wache, Stefanie

Lecturers:

Wrobel-Wache, Stefanie

Credit points / SWS:

7 ECTS / 6 SWS

Workload:

Kontaktstunden:
Selbststudium:
Gesamtaufwand:

Subjects of the module:

Scientific Reserach Seminar

Lecture types:

S-Seminar

Examinations:

Projektarbeit mit mdl. Präsentation (15 min) und schriftlicher Ausarbeitung
(5 - 25 Seiten)

Usability for other study
programs:

Keine

70 h
105 h
175 h

Prerequisites according examination regulation:
keine
Recommended prerequisites:
keine
Objectives:
The students
 can work scientifically
 can plan, compile and manage projects
 can analyse interdisciplinary problems, recognise correlations, transfer learned competences to new
problems and evaluate developed solutions technically, economically and socially
 can work on complex tasks in cross-functional and international teams, solve conflicts in the team and
take over team leadership
 can organise themselves and manage their time as well as work in a goal-oriented and independent
manner
 can present work results and themselves
Content:




Carrying out a complex interdisciplinary project task within small teams regarding technology development, economy and society
Autonomous processing applying scientific methods and acquired skills
Discussion, presentation and documentation of the project results according to scientific standards
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Course Description

Literature:
Wird zu Beginn bekannt gegeben
Additional remarks:
keine
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Course Description

Master Global Foresight and Technology Management

Master Thesis
Module abbreviation:

Ma-Thesis-GFTM

Curriculum:

Modulattribute:

Responsible for module:

SPO-No.:

11

Programme

Module type

Semester

Global Foresight and Technology Management (SPO
WS 21/22)

Pflichtfach

3

Language of instruction

Duration of module

Frequency of offer

Englisch

1 Semester

Winter- und Sommersemester

Schönmann, Alexander

Lecturers:
Credit points / SWS:

30 ECTS / 0 SWS

Workload:

Kontaktstunden:
Selbststudium:
Gesamtaufwand:

Subjects of the module:

Master Thesis

Lecture types:

MA

Examinations:

Master-Abschlussarbeit

Usability for other study
programs:

Keine

0h
750 h
750 h

Prerequisites according examination regulation:
keine
Recommended prerequisites:
keine
Objectives:
The students
 are able to carry out autonomously a complex problem in the area of foresight at the interface of technology, economy and sociology on a high scientific level
 are able to apply the acquired skills and scientific methods
 are able to integrate the results into a professional context and to present them in a scientific paper
Content:




to carry out autonomously a complex problem in the area of foresight at the interface of technology,
economy and sociology on a high scientific level within the timeline of one semester
to integrate the results into a professional context
to present them in a scientific paper

Literature:
Wird zu Beginn bekannt gegeben
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Course Description

Additional remarks:
keine
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